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KIDS’
KORNER
Build — A — Cone
Supplies:

Review Game

* an 11x28 inch piece of white poster board
* a 13x30 inch piece of clear ConTact® paper
* variety of colored construction paper, including tan
* Pencil, scissors, masking tape, large envelope, glue
* cone and ice cream scoop patterns

Preparation:
Trace cone onto tan construction paper. It can also be copied

onto paper using pattern and copier. Cut out cone.
Holding poster board lengthwise, glue cone to lower center
of poster board (as in diagram). Cover that side of board
with the clear ConTact® paper. Glue front of envelope to the
back of the poster board.
Using ice cream scoop pattern, trace and cut a variety of ice
cream scoops (at least 10, depending on how they will be
used.) These also can be copied onto construction paper using
pattern and copier. Cut 1” lengths of masking tape (enough
for each circle) and stick one in middle of back of each circle. Place circles in envelope at back of poster.

Procedure:
Review Game: Prepare a list of questions. As a child answers
a question correctly, they can choose a flavor scoop and
place on the cone. Be sure each child gets a chance to place a
scoop on cone.
If using teams, make a second visual and as each team member correctly answers, have them build their team’s cone.
The team that wins gets small candy ice cream cones.
6 weeks Attendance/Verse Contest: Make individual 9 x12
“size posters and cones for each child. Add scoops as verses
are said, weekly attendance, bringing a friend, etc. Real ice
cream cones can be prizes; winners = double size; others =
single size.

SONG SUGGESTION
“Live For Jesus”

Sing the following words to the tune of
“Jesus Loves Me”. This makes a great
song for teaching witnessing and missions.
Read your Bile, witness, pray,
Live for Jesus every day.
He will help you on your way,
As you trust Him and obey.
Chorus:
Yes, live for Jesus,
Yes, live for Jesus,
Yes, live for Jesus,
Just trust Him and obey.

HELPFUL HINT
To make paper adhereto flannelgraph
boards, glue pieces of flannel, medium
sandpaper or scraps from cut-out
flocked figures from lessons or back of
paper.
Construction paper can be “brushed up”
with a toothbrush or stiff brush so nap
is created. It will adhere to flannelboard
for a “one time” use. Future uses will
require additional brushings.
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KORNER

KIDS’

Let’s Make A Deal

Review Game

Supplies:
* 10-12 paper lunch bags
* Felt-tip marker
* Prizes for each bag including some “gag” gifts .
Preparation:
Number the lunch bags in sequence with felt marker 1-10/12.
Place a prize in each bag. Use gag gifts in some bags with older
children. Prepare a number of review questions.
Procedure:
Children can volunteer to answer a question. Say to child, “You may have what is in bag #3
if you can answer this question.” If he answers correctly, he gets to keep the prize. If
someone gets a gag gift, be ready to retrieve it and substitute it for a small treat. Be sure
no one goes home feeling like a loser because of gag gifts. Prizes: include small gift certificate to $1.00 store or food.
Variety:

Option 1: Give child a choice—what is in the #’d bag or what you have in your pocket. They

choose before answering the question. Have small treat in your pocket.
Option 2: Prepare an envelope with small paper squares each with a number corresponding
to each bag. After question is answered, child pulls a number and gets prize from that
bag.

Ice Cream Cone Patterns
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